Introduction
Control theory is an interdisciplinary branch of engineering and mathematics. Due to the advancement of software and hardware (number of computations per second) capabilities, software engineering is becoming an important part of control theory by enabling computations which were not possible in the past. Engineering dates itself as far back as 1325. One of the most important concepts in control theory came in the 1890s when Alexander Lyapunov introduced the concept of stability theory. His concepts can be used even on nonlinear systems for finding control solutions which stabilize and control nonlinear systems to desired values, and his methods are used even today. The obstacle is to find the Lyapunov function for every single new problem one needs to solve. A few solutions using his concepts are described in [2] , [3] , [4] among many others. There are also a number of books describing the Lyapunov approach, for example [5] . Due to the work of Lev Pontryangin [6] and Richard Bellman, optimal control theory was popularized in the 1960s. The aim of this PhD thesis is to enable engineers to find optimal control solutions for nonlinear systems in a less time-consuming and more automatic manner than with previous approaches.
Finding an optimal control for a broad range of problems is not a simple task. Conventional control methods are based on model constructions. However, it may be difficult to construct a sufficiently accurate model or employ too many assumptions to solve a differential equation. As an example, one can mention predictive control using AR-Volterra models [9] , which can be used to describe nonlinear problems, but the degree of Volterra models is increasing in order to sufficiently describe nonlinearity and dynamics and hence more difficult to use it afterwards for model predictive control (more computationly intense). There are currently many other methods which try to tackle this problem using a range of solutions (more 'brute force'), for example fuzzy inference control [1] . There is also [46] where authors of the paper partition a set of state space into simplicital cones and provide a piecewise affine control law which ensures feasibility and stability, but is also optimal with respect to LQR problems. Computational complexity of the algorithm presented in the thesis grows exponentially with the dimension, as it is also for piecewise linear quadratic optimal control [39] . However, as shown on examples, even with not completely refined meshes, good solutions can be found and we provide comparison of solutions for different mesh sizes.
Besides showing two dimensional example, we show that it is possible to find solution even for higher dimensional problems. The error estimation is very important for a lot of different numerical algorithms, as an example Finite Element Methods [25] can be mentioned. We introduce error estimation for the algorithm and for shown examples, we show how error estimation is decreasing with increasing number of mesh points.
In 2002, M. Dellnitz and O. Junge introduced Set Oriented Numerical methods for Dynamical Systems [14] , which enabled studying of complicated temporal behavior of dynamical systems. These dynamical systems are described by ordinary differential equations, and hence share important similarities with control theory. Besides this paper, other papers on this concept [35] were introduced which solve optimal control problems by using software engineering.
In this autoreferat, we introduce Optimal Mesh Control in chapter II. In chapter III we summarize all the contributions of PhD thesis. Finally, in chapter IV, we state all the publications, references and patents author acquired during his PhD studies.
CHAPTER II

Optimal Control Mesh
Finding an optimal control for a broad range of problems is not a simple task. There are currently many methods which try to tackle this problem using a range of solutions. The closest ones to the algorithm suggested in this chapter are a set-oriented approach described in [48] and in [49] , and a subdivision algorithm for optimal control [50] . In addition to these, there is [46] where authors of the paper partition a set of state space into simplicital cones and provide a piecewise affine control law which ensures feasibility and stability, but is also optimal with respect to LQR problems. For more references on this topic, see [50] .
The main advantage of the subdivision algorithm for optimal control over a setoriented approach is the ability to estimate when to stop increasing the mesh size and smaller foot-print of the final solution, because with the subdivision algorithm, solutions were found even for coarse divisions of state space. Moreover, a set-oriented approach has a need for sufficient partitioning (adaptive structure), which does not necessarily improve the quality of the final solution. The last advantage of the subdivision algorithm over a set-oriented approach is no need to convert from continuous to discrete model. With optimal control mesh, we keep the advantages subdivision algorithm had, and the computations needed for finding a solution are significantly faster than with subdivision algorithm. Even for three dimensional problems, the computations are faster than computations of two dimensional problems with the subdivision algorithm. In addition, this new algorithm introduces error estimation which can be used as an indicator when to stop increasing the mesh size.
Chapter 2.1 of this chapter describes the control problem we seek to address. Chapter 2.2 introduces the algorithm for finding optimal control mesh. Chapter 2.3 describes a problem that the algorithm can encounter on the border and a solution how to solve this problem. Chapter 2.4 shows extensions of the algorithm for robust applications and problems where only the subset of state space vector x is controlled. Chapters 2.5 and 2.6 show results for two dimensional problems (inverted pendulum and DC to DC converter [40] ) and chapter 2.7 shows results for a three dimensional problem (CRS system [51] ). Finally, conclusions are made in chapter 2.8.
Problem Formulation
Consider the problem of optimal stabilization of the continuous-time control system:ẋ = f (x, u),
is continuous, one time differentiable, and it is assumed to be locally asymptotically controllable to the desired valuex ∈ X, x ∈ X ⊂ R N is the state of the system, X is a region of interest, u ∈ U ⊂ R M is the control input, U is the compact region of admissible controls.
The goal is to construct an approximate optimal feedbackû : x → U, such that time to converge to desired valuex will be minimal for any given point x ∈ X. This is similar to the energy function in [48] . The algorithm described in this chapter creates a mesh evenly distributed on the region of interest X and tries to assign to every point on the mesh its energy, which is the time needed to converge to the desired value, its optimal control value and error estimation for the energy. The algorithm starts with assigning +∞ as energy for every point on the mesh, then assigns small energy values to the points closest to the desired value based on approximately how much time is needed to get to the desired value, and finally, the algorithm tries to spread the points which have finite energy further.
Algorithm Description
The algorithm suggested in this chapter is based on creating a mesh over region of interest X. As the mesh is getting smaller, function f can be better approximated by linear dependency locally on the mesh because of Taylor's theorem. Hence we are considering only functions f which are one time differentiable and continuous on the whole region of interest. We also assume the one time differentiability and continuity about the energy function on the region of interest, so that we can make an estimation of energies in the step 7 of the algorithm.
The main principle used in this algorithm is spreading through its neighbors, which are already able to converge to the desired value. Initially, there is a set S containing points around the desired value, then set C ⊂ S, which consists of points which for a certain control value u are directed closer to the desired valuex. All the neighbor points of C will be included in set I, which is an active set of points which might have the ability to improve their energy function as one of their neighbors has improved its energy value. Besides that we also have set F which keeps track of the best energy value E and the best control value u for each point.
Steps of the algorithm:
1. This step of the algorithm creates a mesh such that distances between points are equal. If the region of interest is
, then point on the mesh is defined as
where M 1 , M 2 , . . . , M N are numbers of points on the mesh for different coordinates and i j ∈ {1, . . . , M j }.
2. In this step, a finite set U of possible control values is created. The set U will be used in several steps of the algorithm.
3. All the points created in step 1 will be added to the set F which, in addition to the position of the point, also holds other information -optimal control value (which is not set initially) and the best energy value of the point, which is initially set as positive infinity as the worst case scenario (point is not able to convert to the desired value).
where initially E(i 1 , . . . , i N ) = +∞ and u(i 1 , . . . , i N ) is not set. ε(i 1 , . . . , i N ) is the error estimation of the energy value E(i 1 , . . . , i N ), set initially also to +∞. The way the error is estimated is described in section 5.
4. This step of the algorithm finds set S, which consists of the points closest to the desired valuex j . First, the algorithm finds L indexes i j which are closest to the desired value for each coordinate
Then algorithm creates set S consisting of points closest to desired value through all the combinations Z j .
See fig. 2 .1 for details (L is chosen 2 in the figure). For two dimensional problems, S will contain L 2 points, for N dimensional problems, the set S will contain L N points.
Obr. 2.1: Mesh over the region of interest with initial points S = {s 1 , s 2 , s 3 , s 4 }, and indexes closest to the desired value for each coordinate
5. This step of the algorithm tests if ∃u ∈ U for point p ∈ S such that the point can get closer to the desired value than it originally was. In case it is feasible, we will add this point to controllable set C of points which converge to the desired valuex and update point's energy and control value in set F .
If p is the tested point and f (p, u) is its direction for a control value u ∈ U then the point can get closer to the desired value in case ∃t > 0 for cost function
The energy value for this point can be estimated as
Point p will be associated with optimal control valueû(p) = arg min u∈U E(p, u) and energy value
See fig. 2 .2, which displays this process for a two dimensional problem.
For all the points in C we update their energy values and optimal control values also in set F .
6. In this step, we find the initial set I consisting of points which might have the ability to improve their energy value as points around them decreased their energy values. This will include all the points surrounding points in C. Let's define surrounding set of a point as
In set I in addition to remembering which points have potential to improve their energy value, we also remember the energy value of the neighbor, which was changed. The reasoning behind this is to start spreading through points with lower energy values first. This has a huge impact on the performance of the algorithm in comparison with random order of points we adapt.
Duplicates of a point p in set I are not allowed and the algorithm remembers only the lowest energy value due to which point p can be improved.
7. Point p is selected from the set I with the lowest energy associated with it and this point is also removed from this set. For all the values u ∈ U, compute the time needed to get to the point between surrounding points of point p.
See fig. 2.3 for details. The new estimate of energy value for point p and control value u then can be written as
Obr
where E 1 and E 2 are energies associated with points in set F and k 1 and 1 − k 1 are relative distances towards these points from (p +t(p, u)f (p, u)). Value k 1 in different coordinates is computed following way:
The new optimal control value for point p will bê
In case the new energyẼ(p,û(p)) is smaller than the energy associated with point p in set F , we do the following:
• Update the energy and also control value for the point p in set F withû(p) andẼ(p,û(p))
• Add surrounding points Sur(p) of point p to set I, as these points might also improve their energy values and optimal control values as their neighbor information changed. In set I, associate these surrounding points with energyẼ(p,û(p)) through which they might get improved. If these points already exist in I, update the energy associated with them only in case the valueẼ(p,û(p)) is lower than the one already associated with them.
8. If set I (set of points which might potentially improve their energy) is empty, the algorithm is done and the final solution is the set F . Otherwise go back to step 7.
Remark II.1. This is just an implementation detail we use for set I. The algorithm uses a list of points sorted by the energy values of their neighbor which recently updated its energy value and also a hash-table of points to the same energy value. This is done in case a point we need to add to I is already there and we just need to update the value of energy it is associated with in I. The combination of sorted list and hash-table significantly improves the algorithm performance.
Remark II.2. Estimation of energy values for three dimensional problems is shown in fig. 2 .4.
Obr. 2.4: Testing u for point p. Direction f (p, u) points to a point in between of other four points on the mesh (p+t(p, u)f (p, u)), whose energy values can be used to approximate a new energy value of p. This is now displayed for a three dimensional problem.
Similarly, this can be done even for more than three dimensional problems. One can use recursion to simplify the implementation of this part of the algorithm.
The evaluation function of found control function can be expressed as
over the region of interest and in fig. 2 .9, 2.11 and 2.13 on the right side, one can see decreasing evaluation with increasing number of mesh points for three different examples.
Points Pointing Only Out of Bounds
In some cases (for example an inverted pendulum), one point on the border points only outside of region of interest and hence it's energy value cannot ever be updated. This would further cause other points around it not to reach any other energy value than ∞. In fig. 2.5 we display what happens for an inverted pendulum.
Obr. 2.5: Because p 1 points only outside of the region of interest, its energy value can't be ever updated and hence even point p 3 cannot ever update its value and finally because of p 3 , point p 6 can't update its value either. This is happening due to the structure of the mesh rather than because of the example we run the algorithm on, as point p 6 can easily convert to the desired value through the region of interest for an inverted pendulum.
Due to this disadvantage of the algorithm, we approximate energy values outside of the box. See fig. 2 .6 for details and following approximation of energy outside the box:
Error Estimation
When computing energy value estimations, there are two sources of error. One comes from estimationt(p, u) (ε t ), the second one from estimations of k 1 (ε E ) as both approximations count on constant behavior of vector f (p, u). Due to this, we can estimate the error as the following:
Obr. 2.6: Estimation of energy E outside of the box based on values E 1 < ∞ and
where ε 1 is the estimated error associated with the same point as energy E 1 , the same holds for ε 2 . The first error can be estimated as
,
.
The second part of the error comes from the estimation of energy between the points and can be estimated as follows:
where
for i-th coordinate.
Extensions of the algorithm
For certain problems, such as the DC to DC converter example, the desired value can be set not around origin 0, but around a value we try to converge to. Also, only one of the state space variables might be optimized and hence the initial set S in the algorithm might include more points. This is displayed in fig. 2 Tabuľka 2.1: Results (maximum estimation error for a point on the mesh and computation time in seconds) for the inverted pendulum for different mesh sizes.
For a robust problem, where function f is dependent on a set of parameters q, function f (p, u, q) is dependent on q and we have several sets of parameters Q, we estimate energy the following way:
Example 1
We use a single inverted pendulum to demonstrate the algorithm on a twodimensional control problem. For simulating such a system, we use the following simplified equations:ẋ Obr. 2.8: Inverted Pendulum. On the left, energy function E(i 1 , i 2 ) for a mesh 100x100. On the right, error estimation for meshes 100x100, 75x75, 50x50 from bottom to top. Error estimation decreases with increasing mesh size. 
Example 2
The second example is DC to DC converteṙ 
Example 3
The last example is a three dimensional example in order to show that the algorithm is easy to use even on higher dimensional problems and that computations can be done in a very short time. It is convexed Reeds-Shepp (CRS) model.
Obr. 2.10: DC to DC converter. On the left, energy function E(i 1 , i 2 ) for a mesh 200x200. On the right, error estimation for meshes 100x100, 150x150, 200x200 from bottom to top. Error estimation decreases with increasing mesh size. 
The table 2.3 shows the summary results, where the error estimation decreases with higher mesh size and also shows computation times in seconds on a single core machine. In fig. 2 .12 is displayed energy level and error estimation for a chosen x 3 close to desired valuex 3 , which is middle of region of interest. In fig. 2 .13 are displayed trajectories for 4x4x4 points converging to origin.
Conclusion
We have shown a new approach for finding optimal control on a mesh, which is similar to a set-oriented approach and subdivision algorithm for optimal control. Computation times, shown on two and three dimensional examples, are better than computation times for the subdivision algorithm for optimal control. We have also shown error estimations for different mesh sizes, which adds value to the algorithm described in this chapter in comparison with the subdivision algorithm for optimal control. The optimal control mesh algorithm improves upon the set-oriented approach by having mesh consisting of points evenly distributed, while the set-oriented approach needs to adapt mesh in certain regions, which makes the memory foot-print of a solution larger. The software for the algorithm described in this chapter can be downloaded from [52] .
Mesh Size 50x50x50 75x75x75 100x100x100 
CHAPTER III
Conclusion
In this chapter we summarize main contributions of this thesis. In chapter II, we described the subdivision method and box dimension of attractors of dynamical systems. The main contributions of the chapter II are
• Method, which approximates the box dimension of attractors. This method speeds up the convergence of the box dimension by using the information of several subdivision steps.
• With heuristic arguments we explain why the new method for box dimension approximation converges faster.
• Experiments on several examples (H'enon, Lorenz, R¨ossler and Chua attractors) confirm previous two points.
• We show a counterexample, in which case the box dimension does not convert (Cantor set).
In chapter III, we introduce subdivision algorithm for finding optimal control. Main contributions of this chapter are
• Algorithm for finding optimal control in chosen region of interest, which does not require any strong assumptions for controlled problem nor model approximation of the controlled problem.
• Comparison with current method -set-oriented approach.
• Heuristic analysis of the method.
• Examples, including example for finding robust solution to control problem with unknown parameter.
Finally, in chapter IV, we introduced Optimal Control Mesh and the main contributions are
• Algorithm substantially faster than Subdivision Algorithm introduced in previous chapter.
• Error estimation for found solution as it is done similarly for other numerical algorithms such as Finite Elements Methods.
• Extended algorithm for finding robust solutions.
• Examples, which shown comparable results to algorithm introduced in chapter III as well in other papers (for example set-oriented approach).
• Higher dimensional solution for CSR model (three dimensions).
• Dependence of solution's energy value with decreasing mesh size (finer mesh). Examples have shown exponential dependance and based on that we can estimate what mesh size is sufficient for a good solution.
Obr. 3.1: Map of visitors of the website http://www.optirol.com.
The software Optirol, which is described in the chapter V of this thesis and uses algorithm introduced in chapter IV, can be downloaded from http://www.optirol.com [52] . The website http://optirol.com in one year of its life had visitors from 5 continents and more than 350 researchers downloaded it ( fig. 3.1) .
CHAPTER IV
Publications
List of publications, references, conference papers, patents and active presentations. 
